Abstract. Accurate time series forecasting are important for several business, research, and application of engineering systems. Evolutionary Neural Networks are particularly appealing because of their ability to design, in an automatic way, a model (an Artificial Neural Network) for an unspecified nonlinear relationship for time series values. This paper evaluates two methods to obtain the pattern sets that will be used by the artificial neural network in the evolutionary process, one called "shuffle" and another one carried out with cross-validation and ensembles. A study using these two methods will be shown with the aim to evaluate the effect of both methods in the accurateness of the final forecasting.
Introduction
Time series forecasting is an essential research field due to its applications in several research, commercial and industry areas, and can be performed by Statistical methods or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [1] . The ANN have the capability, without any information but the data, of extracting the nonlinear relationship between the inputs and outputs of a process. There are, in the literature some "state of art" by Abraham [2] and Yao [3] about automatic methods to design ANN based on Evolutionary Computation (EC).
In order to deal with model unction x t = f(x t-1 , x t-2 , …, x t-k ), time series known values will be transformed into a patterns set, depending on the k inputs nodes of a particular ANN. If the number of input nodes are different their pattern set are different and will be used to train and validate each ANN generated in the GA. The fitness value for each individual will be then the minimum validation error along the training of ANN topology. Once that GA reaches the last generation, the best individual (i.e. ANN) is used to forecast the future (and unknown) time series values (a t ) one by one using the k previous known values (a t-1 , …, a t-k ). Value k is the number of input nodes of the best individual.
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This contribution reports two methods, "Shuffle" and cross-validation, to obtain the pattern sets used for ANN learning algorithm in a previous approach [4] based on Genetic Algorithms (GA). "Shuffle" refers to the way the whole pattern set will be split between train pattern set and validation pattern set. Cross-validation will be used for time series with few elements, so that cross-validation will be used to obtain several pattern subsets which will help to evaluate more accurately every specific ANN obtained in the GA.
"Shuffle", Cross-Validation and Ensembles
In previous work, train and validation sets are obtained in a sequentially manner (train first 70%, validation last 30%). But, in this new approach, "shuffle", the process of splitting the patterns set will consist of obtaining train and validation sets in a random way from time series data, see (Fig. 1 ). So it will let different parts of the time series to train the ANN and also different parts of the time series to validate the ANN, in order to obtain better generalization ability. Cross-validation has been used to forecast time series. In this study, the total pattern set will be split into n complementary pattern subsets (n from 2 to 8). Fig.2 shows an example of cross-validation with three pattern subsets. So that a individual in GA is an ANN topology, applying cross-validation to this individual gives n different ANN architectures (i.e. topology plus connection weights) and it n different fitness values depending on which patterns are used to train and validate the topology. So, applying cross-validation, the final fitness value for an individual will be the average of all its fitness values from each of its architectures.
When last generation of the GA is reached and its best individual have to be used to forecast, what of the its n architecture from cross-validation should be used? To solve this new problem Ensembles similar to Yao in [5] will be used to obtain only one model to carry out the final forecasting send to any competition or any company that need just a forecast (not several). In [5] the ensemble takes the different architectures obtained in last generation of the evolving cross-validation process, rather than an individual, to form the final result. But in our work, the different architectures (the same input and hidden nodes but different weight values) from the best individual in the last generation using cross-validation are linearly combined as an ensemble. And this ensemble will be used to give only one forecast. The weight for each model of the linear combination is given by the eq. 1 (a), and the ensemble output is given by eq. 1 (b). (n is the number of models into the ensemble and β is a scaling factor). 
Experimental Results and Conclusions
Five time series [6] have been be used to evaluate our methods. Sequential and "Shuffle" ways to obtain train and validation subsets are evaluated into the system. Forecasted values are compared with real values (i.e. test set) and two error values are used: MSE (mean squared error) and SMAPE (symmetric mean absolute percent error) [7] . The results are shown in Table 1 .
As it can be observed applying shuffle method to these time series does not achieve better forecasting in Passengers and Dow-Jones time series. It could be explained because of the few elements of those time series (less than 200). If train and validation pattern subsets obtained are split in a random way, then all the patterns used to adjust the connection's weights does not correspond to consecutives time series values. So the relationship between inputs and output could be harder to learn if there are few patterns for learning and they are not consecutive (i.e. mixing up the training and validation patterns). On the other hand, the same experiment was also carried out with Quebec and Mackey-Glass time series, larger than previous ones (about 730 elements) Applying shuffle to these time series gets better results, specially for MackeyGlass.
Our approach does not seem to achieve an improvement using "Shuffle" with short time series (i.e. Passengers, Temperature and Dow-Jones), so cross-validation, usually used when not too many data are given, have been tried for these time series. The number of subsets in which the total pattern set has been split goes from two to eight. All forecasted values, obtained from the ensemble of the ANN architectures are compared with real values and SMAPE error is shown. Results are shown in Table 2 . We can observe that applying cross-validation to these time series obtain different results depending on the time series and the number of subsets the total pattern set has been split. The problem now arise in which is the optimum number of subsets which should be used to forecast a time series using cross-validation. The results disclose that shuffle only improves forecasting for not short time series. An issue arises at this point: how the positive/negative effect of shuffle depends on the number of time series elements (i.e. size of training/validation subsets). On the other hand, cross-validation let us improve the result for short time series, but another issue arise, the optimum number of subsets to split the total pattern set. As it is a totally automatic method, it will not be necessary any previous knowledge from the user. The user just have to give the time series he wants to forecast and the number of future elements he wants to be forecasted to the system; and this method will give these forecasted values as result to the user. This approach got 6 th position in NN5 Forecasting Competition [7] .
